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Prototype



Development

× Smooth development.
× Small changes in the task timeline and 

distribution.
× Since it still is the start of the semester we were 

able to meet all our goals and more.
× Gameplay changes based on the critiques we 

received.



Critiques & Feedback

× Everyone loves the core idea of the game 
(music drives everything).

× There are worries about the large number of 
skills.

× A number of suggestions which we found 
awesome and will implement

× Props to Christian, the “basswave” was being 
developed as we read your review :D



Changes & Improvements

× We will greatly lower the number of skills
× We will provide a default set of skills for the new 

players ( the same we used in our prototype).
× Make the spawning system less intelligent.
× Props to Christian, the “basswave” was being 

developed as we read your review :D
× User testing will begin in a much earlier stage



Our prototype

 A big issue for our team and a couple of others last semester was that we could 
not find a way of portraying our game idea with physical objects, or at least this is what 
we thought. Our game had virtual reality as its core and another’s realistic fluid 
simulations, how could be possibly create that out of props.

Our mistake was that we were trying to impress with our prototypes instead of just 
figuring out which ideas would just work. WW Arena’s gameplay consists of 2 parts, the 
visual effects and the fighting system. The same way our prototype’s props will also be 
broken down to two categories.

× Environment
× Fighting system



Environment

× We were lucky to find a pair of speakers which 
change their led colors and also spray a stream of 
water up and down according to the music. This 
exactly represents the visual effects that will be 
used in our game.

× We also designed a basic board with cells that 
will represent our Arena.



Environment



Fighting system

× A small figure for our hero.

× Candles/figures for our enemies.

× Cards that represent skills

× Pins that will  be used as health and cooldown 
points



Fighting system



Rules

One player controls the hero pawn and the other pretends to be the AI.

× Our player can move one block in each round and if an enemy is 2 blocks away or closer 
he can also hit him with a melee attack. Otherwise if our player has any available 
cooldowns he can opt out to use one of his skills and stay in place.

× Enemies can also move one block every round and in the same round can also attack 
the player if he is in one of the surrounding blocks.

× Every 2-3 rounds the AI spawns another enemy in a block of his choice, this block 
though must be located  in the outer edge of the board.

× There are also 4 skills in the player’s arsenal , with small props on their name that will 
represent cooldown. Every round one of those props will be removed and when none 
are left the skill can be used again.



Skills

In this prototype the player will have access to 4 skills. 

× Wave : Every enemy in a 2 block wide and 5 block long path in front 
of our player will receive 1 damage

× Ice age : Every enemy in a 3 block radius around our player will stay 
in place for 2 rounds

× Blink : the player can teleport in a 6 block distance

× Zeus’s wrath : Every enemy gets 1 damage.



Feedback

 Even though we are the developers of this game and our core idea has been nesting 
inside our minds for over a semester now i believe we can safely say our game is moving 
towards the right direction. Designing, building and of course creating the prototype was a lot 
of fun and the feedback we got from it was much greater than what we expected.

Our original plan was to create a very large variety of skills and allow the player to create 
his own strategy in order to finish the game. But in this prototype we only tested a few of our 
ideas and as a result we had games that were either too easy to win or too hard. We quickly 
went back to the drawing board and decided that we would reduce the number of skills in the 
game and with the prototype we would only include the four that gave us the best results.



Sneak Peek of what is to come
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Prototype Timelapse

 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B84rWiUa3sJaUWRSTTQwX0E4NkU/preview


Big Thanks, for giving us your time and your 
critiques

Any questions?


